Together we develop the first artificial intelligence for B2B procurement helping purchase managers to achieve sourcing savings, to identify new innovative suppliers and to secure the whole Supply Chain against risks until Tier 4. Our clients are mainly OEM’s from automotive and mechanics and producing industries with global networks.

**Python Developer with focus on web development (m/f)**

**JOB TASKS**

- You maintain the backend code
- You help to integrate the backend code with the data processing code
- You support the integration of the frontend
- You are close to our customers to understand their needs

**QUALIFICATIONS**

- You have an excellent knowledge in backend web development (Python, Java, Ruby, etc)
- You have min. 3 years of experience with Python
- You also have a good knowledge of Django, alternatively other Python web frameworks: Flask, Pyramid, etc.
- You ideally have worked with pandas or alternative ETL systems
- You have a basic knowledge of JS: ES6/7, React.js or Angular4
- You are characterized by being a team player
- You have a high class command of English; additional languages are a plus

**CONTACT**

**scoutbee GmbH**
Team HR: Verena
Max-Planck-Straße 7/9
97082 Würzburg

phone: 0151-40754737
email: comeonboard@scoutbee.com

locationscoutbee_GmbH